Damon Devine
Mongoloids Making Meals - Shot List

1. LS - View of the host standing in front of the mongoloid, he will reveal the mongoloid
behind him.
Host - “Hello everybody, welcome to Mongoloids Making Meals. I’m your host ____. And
I’d like to introduce you to your chef, Joshy.”
Joshy - Hi guys.
Host - “Joshy, what are we making today?”
2. MS - Joshy introduces the meal
Joshy - “So today we’re gonna make, makin’ one of my favorite meals. One of my favorite
meals I’ve ever had. A pizza, pizza lunch, luncha… lunchable.”
3. CU - View of the lunchable
Joshy - “It’s even got a Crunch bar, so if you want to get your midnight desserts in.”
4. MS - Joshy - “Alright, let’s get started.
Host - “Ok Joshy, so how do we make a pizza lunchable?
Joshy - “Y’all ready for this? Ok so what you gotta do, you gotta do, what you gotta do, is
you gotta open box. *Joshy fidgets around with the box* And… puppy!”
Host - “Joshy, what the puppy’s name?”
Joshy - “Puppy named *****”
Host - “Is that true?”

Joshy - “Yeah. So we got a little rip in the box. *tears the boxes to shreds* You rip it like
you’re mad at it.
5. CU - Joshy throws the lunchable at the stove
Joshy - “You gotta act like its your dad.”
6. MS - Joshy is mad
Joshy - “When he sent you to fat camp.”
7. CU - Joshy throws the drink at the stove
Joshy - “When you were nine!”
8. MS - The host hugs Joshy
Host - “Hey its ok Joshy, he’s dead now.”
Joshy - *whispers* “I killed him. *normal voice* piece of **** anyways.”
9. CU - Joshy starts to prepare the meal
Joshy - “So whatcha gotta do, is now you got your pizza lunchable, right here.
Host - “Show the audience Joshy.”
Josh - *Points to the camera* “I’m showing this audience right here.”
Host - “Show the other audience.”
10. MS - Joshy shows the other camera the lunchable
Joshy - “You got your pizza punchable right here.”
11. CU - Joshy preparing the meal
Joshy - “So watcha do is, we’ll save the drink for last.”
12. MS - Joshy shows the other camera the drink
Joshy - “Puppy, quit sniffing camera puppy.

13. CU - Joshy opens up the package
Joshy - “Now you gotta, now you, gotta gotta, you gotta, you gotta open the package.”
14. MS - Joshy stares dramatically into the camera
15. CU - Joshy prepares the sauce
Joshy - “You’re gonna take the pizza sau…pizza sauce”
16. MS - Joshy - “This is one of the best, most important parts, one the great, the greatest.”
17. CU - Joshy - “So now, what you’re gonna do, is take your pizza sauce.”
18. MS - Joshy - “And evenly divide it amongst the three, the three pizza, um, pizza circles.”
19. CU - The pizza circle are on a plate on the stove
Host - “Joshy, how good are you at fractions?”
Joshy - “Not very. Now you gotta squeeze a little bit on the first one. And a little bit on this
one.”
20. MS - Joshy - “See so far I got a little bit on these two, and I’ll put a little bit on the last one.
I’ll show this camera only. I don’t like that other camera. It talked dirt about my momma.
*adds sauce to the third pizza circle* Now as you see, I’ll show you now. If you’re mean to
me again I’ll hurt you.”
21. CU - Joshy - “So what you’re gonna do, is now that you’re done with the spoon,”
22. MS - Joshy - “you say, I don’t like you, silver spoo, spoon… coo… *tosses spoon into the
sink* I think I made a mess I’m sorry.”
23. CU - Host - “Its ok, clean it up later.”

24. MS - Joshy - “No. So whatcha gonna…”
Host - “Joshy, you clean up the mess later.”
Joshy - “Yessss, I’ll clean up the mess later.”
25. CU - Joshy is about to prepare the cheese
Joshy - “Now you got,”
26. MS - Joshy - “Cheese. So what you do with the cheese.”
27. CU - Joshy adds the cheese
Joshy - “Once again, you evenly divide it like with your pizza sauce.

